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ABSTRACT

visible quantization error, and more coarsely quantizing
coefficients with less visible error. Ahumada h Peterson
[l], and Peterson, Ahwnada, 8z Watson [2] have shown
how to compute this “perceptually lossless” Q for a variety
of viewing conditions. Watson [31 demonstrated a
technique for optimizing Q for a particular image which
finds Q for a given image quality or for a given bitrate.
However, the visibility of quantization artifacts varies
with (among other things) the local luminance level ad
the local contrast. In order to fully exploit varying local
image chamteristics, we need a spatially adaptive
quantization scheme.
ISO/EC DIS 10918-3 specifies an extension to the
P E G standard which allows limited adaptive coding within
an image. Specifically, while Q remains fmed throughout
the image, the user may specify a multiplier mi for each
block k. The quantized coefficient is then
uiik= Round[ciik/(qii m, )]

An extension to the JPEG standard (ISO/IEC DIS
10918-3) allows spatial adaptive coding of still images.
As with baseline JPEG coding, one quantization matrix
applies to an entire image channel, but in addition the user
may specify a multiplier for each 8x8 block, which
multiplies the quantization matrix, yielding the new matrix
for that block. W E G 1and 2 use much the same scheme,
except there the multiplier changes only on macroblock
boundaria.
We propose a method for perceptual optimization of
the set of multipliers. We compute the perceptual error for
each block based upon DCT quantization error adjusted
according to contrast sensitivity, light adaptation, and
contrast masking, and pick the set of multipliers which
yield maximally flat perceptual error over the blocks of the
image. We investigate the bitrate savings due to this
adaptive coding scheme and the relative importance of the
different sorts of masking on adaptive coding.

(2)

This scaling applies only to the AC coefficients; the DC
quantization remains unchanged. The user initially chooses
one of two prespecified tables (linearor non-linear) of 31
possible multiplier values. For the linear table, used for
the examples in this paper, the multipliers are 1/16
through 31/16. A 5 bit index identifies a particular table
entry, and a single bit code is used to signal blocks in
which the multiplier changes (unchanged blocks inherit the
multiplier from the previous block, in raster scan ader).
Thus there is a cost of 6 bits for each change in the
multiplier. We note that MPEG uses a similar scheme,
so that studying this form of adaptive coding for still
images may provide insight into adaptive MPEG coding.

1. ADAPTIVE JPEG

The P E G image compression standad for the
compression of both grayscale and color continuous-tone
still images is based upon the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) of 8x8 image blocks, followed by lossy
quantization and lossless entropy coding of the results. For
clarity, we concentrate on the case of a single-component,
grayscale image. In basic JPEG encoding, quantization is
accomplished through division and rounding, according to
the rule
uGk= Round[cck/ qg]
(1)
where cijk is the (ij)th coefficient in the kth block (in
raster scan order), and qij are the elements of the
quantization matrix, Q (integers between 1 and 255). The
user specifies a single quantization matrix which is used
throughout the image.
To compress the image as much as possible without
visible artifacts, one should design Q with the visibility of
the quantization error in each of the DCT coefficients in
mind, more finely quantizing coefficients with more
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2. THE PERCEPTUAL ERROR METRIC

For adaptive quantization, we need a measure of the
local perceptual error, i.e. the local visibility of
quantization error.
Here we adopt the DCT-based
perceptual error metric develaped by Watson 131. In that
metric, the quantization errors for each coefficient in each
block are scaled by the corresponding visual sensitivities to
each DCT basis function in each block. These sensitivities
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are determined by three factors: contrast sensitivity,
luminance masking, and contrast masking.
The contrast sensitivity vij for each DCT basis
function has been measmd by Ahumada et al. [l] who
also provided a formula for approximating this sensitivity
under a variety of viewing conditions.
Due to light adaptation, the greater the mean
luminance of an image region, the greater the amplitude
required to see a pattern within that region. Watson [31 has
suggested that one may approximate this luminance
masking by computing block contrast sensitivities
where cmt is the DC coefficient of block k, Fm is he
mean luminance of the display, and a, determines the
degree of masking (he recommends a value of 0.65).
The visibility of a pattem is reduced by the presence of
other components in the image. The effect is strongest
when the two components appear at the same location in
the image and share the same spatial frequency. We follow
Watson [3] and model this contrast masking as
where sijk is the block masked contrast sensitivity and wij
determines the d
e
w of contrast masking (Watson
recommends wm=O, and w,=O.7 for all other
coefficients).
Perceptual error in each frequency of each block is then
computed by multiplying the quantization error eYkby the
block masked contrast sensitivity,
dijk = eijksijk

0

To get the total perceptual error, we need to pool the m r s
over both fkquency and space.
To simplify our
optimization procedure, we take

P = mX(dGk)

(6)

3. OPTIMIZATION

The procedure for optimizing M for a given total
perceptual error, P, is quite parallel to that used to find Q.
Since P is equal to the maximum block perceptual error,
pi, the minimum bitrate for a given P is obtained when all
pk = P . Therefore the optimization of M reduces to
separately adjusting each scale factor, mk, until the block
perceptual error equals the desired total perceptual error.
Here we separately optimize the elements of M to get flat
perceptual error across the blocks of the image, whereas
Watson separately optimized the elements of Q to get flat
perceptual m r across frequency. The perceptual error in
block k is a roughly monotonic function of mi, so efficient
search procedures may be used.
We must spend 6 additional bits for every block in
which the quantization multiplier differs from the previous
block (in raster-scan order). For large images this number
of bits may be small compared to the total number used to
code the image. When no constraints are placed on the
number of multiplier changes, in several examples we
found that the percentage of bits spent on adaptive coding
overhead was as high as 6% for a 384x256 image. In the
MPEG-2 Test Model 5 encoder, the index into the table of
scale factors must differ by at least 3, or else the scale
factor remains unchanged. We developed a more principled
approach for deciding when to change the scale factors, so
as to maintain the same total perceptual error.
Starting with the optimal set of multipliers, we are
guaranteed that the perceptual error in each block is less
than or equal to some P. Higher scale factors correspond
to lower bitrates and higher perceptual error. Therefore, we
lower a scale factor from the recommended value to that of
the previous scale factor, if the coarser quantization does
not save us at least 6 bits (the bits saved can be estimated
on a block-by-block basis). We never raise the value of a
multiplier, since this would increase the perceptual error
above the target amount.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Ideally one should jointly optimize the quantization
matrix, Q, and the matrix of multipliers, M. To simplifiy
matters, we find the two matrices separately. The optimal
Q and M should be reasonably independent, since it seems
unlikely that spatially adapting the quantizer will greatly
change the shape of the optimal Q, which indicates the
relative coarseness with which to code different fi-equencies.
Furthermore, jointly optimizing the two matrices would be
unrealistic for MPEG, in which one specifies Q for an
entire group of pictures and would thus have to jointly
optimize Q and, say, 12 M matrices.
We fiist optimize Q using the method d e s c r i i by
Watson [3], with spatial and fi-equency error pooling
performed by taking the maximum over the blocks and
frequencies,respectively.

Here we show some results of applying our adaptive
coding algorithm. Figure 1 shows the orignal image.
Figure 2 shows the results of applying Watson's nonadaptive coding method to find a Q which yields a
perceptual error of P=l. Assuming that our visibility
model is correct, at this P we should be "perceptually
lossless" under the prescribed viewing conditions (mean
luminance = 65 cd m-2,32 pixels/deg).
Figure 3 shows the matrix M resulting from our
adaptive coding method, again aimed at P = l , where midgray represents a multiplier of 1, i.e. no change from nonadaptive coding, and in lighter blocks we more coarsely
quantized in the hopes of acheiving a lower bitrate.
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Figure 4: adaptive, P = l , 1.01 bpp

Figure 1: original 376x248 image

Figure 5: non-adaptive, 1.02 bpp

Figure 2: non-adaptive, P = l , 1.29 bpp

Figure 6: blocks in Figure 5 with P > 1
Many currently implemented solutions to finding the
quantization scale factors are based upon the heuristic that
quantization errors will be more visible in flat regions of
roughly constant graylevel than in regions with “texture,”
and thus one should quantize more finely in flat regions.
This resembles the contrast masking part of our perceptual
error model. A number of measures of “textureness” have
been suggested, and many of them resemble that of Test
Model 5 (a suggested MPEG-2 encuder), which calculates
the variance of each block and computes a normalized
“activity” measure:

Figure 3: multipliers for Figure 4

Figure 4 shows the adaptively coded image. Ilhe
bitrate for the non-adaptively coded image was 1.29 bpp,
and for the adaptively coded image, 1.01 bpp, where 0.04
bpp were devoted to code the matrix M . This is a bitrate
savings of roughly 22%. Note that no blocks have been
more finely quantized than in the non-adaptively caded
image; each block has either the same perceptual emr as
before, or greater. If our perceptual model is correct, these
added errors will not be visible.
Figure 5 shows the results of non-adaptive coding
using Watson’s algorithm, at the same bitrate as our
adaptive result. Highlighted regions in Figure 6 indicate
blocks with P>1; blocks where we expect Figure 5 to have
more visible error than the adaptively-coded Figure 4.

actc =1+a:
nonn. activity=(2.actt +avgact)/(actc +2*aveact)
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(7)

where 0: is the variance of block k, and avg-act is the
average value of the local activity, act,. The quantization
multipliers are chosen according to this activity measure
and “buffer fullness,” which is a measure of how many bits
have been spent in the image so far compared to the
number which would have been spent if bits were parcelled
out uniformly over the image.
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Figure 8: multipliers for Figure 9
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It is worth comparing the results using this heuristic
for the visibility of error to the results using our more
complicated model which also incorporates luminance
masking. This is particularly true because luminance
masking seems to account for much of the appearance of
our optimal M matrix; Figure 7 shows the M mamx
resulting from our optimization procedrne using only
luminance masking (wijwas set to 0), and it looks a great
deal like the matrix in Figure 3. For comparison, Figure 8
shows the multiplier maaix resulting from applying the
Test Model 5 activity-based adaptive coder (modified to
allow a new multiplier in each block), at the same bitrate
as the image in Figure 4. This matrix looks quite
different. Figure 9 shows the resulting image, and
highlighted blocks in Figure 10 are the blocks with P> 1.

Figure 9: activity-based adaptive, 1.02 bpp

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a method for perceptual
optimization of the multiplier matrix, M , in P E G
adaptive coding. In the example shown, this method yields
a 22% reduction in bitrate over non-adaptive coding at what
is, according to our perceptual error model, the same image
quality.
The resulting multiplier matrix differs
considerably from that resulting from an “activity”-based
adaptive coder. If our perceptual model is correct, this
raises questions about the common use of a “textureness”
metric for adaptive coding, and suggests, in particular, the
incorporation of luminance masking.
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Figure 10: blocks in Figure 9 with P> 1
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